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The range of Private Placements from ECOCELL Technology AG is targeted at inves-
tors with a value-oriented investment strategy taking qualitative criteria into consid-
eration.  The investment in sustainable ECOCELL® Technology on offer has the po-
tential to replace existing technologies and products in the construction sector and 
encompass completely new performance dimensions, comparable to the disruptive 
potential of electromobility, which could sooner or later replace internal combustion 
engine vehicles.  
 
ECOCELL® is already a successful market player in its home and test market, Switzer-
land, a country with the highest construction sector standards.  
 
The company operates a competence and technology centre for the further devel-
opment of ECOCELL® Technology in Sulgen/Thurgau (coating and drying) and, since 
mid-2016, a rented production facility in Sigmaringen (Germany). ECOCELL Sigma-
ringen GmbH is a 100 percent subsidiary company of ECOCELL Technology AG. The 
first ECOCELL® houses have already been constructed and sold in Thurgau (St. Mar-
garethen and Uttwil). After a successful market launch, the company is focusing on 
the utilisation of potential growth - with technology management at the forefront.  
 
Measures in the fields of technology/production and marketing are to be imple-
mented by investment in capital increase: 
 
 
 
 

 further development of   
highly specialised coating technology 
 

 increases in the level of automation in honeycomb manufacturing to 

develop a fully automated production plant 
 

 combined strength in one location through  

consolidation of production  
 

 granting of sales and production licences world-wide 
Turn-key ECOCELL® production facilities especially should be constructed, 
sold or if necessary operated within the catchment area of larger agglomer-
ations. The concept is designed to combat housing shortages. Examples of 
applications are the construction of social housing or management of emer-
gency situations arising from natural disasters. 

 
 
 
 
First prize in Europe’s most important environmental award. 
 
In 2016 ECOCELL® wins the Green Tec Award with the first use of recycling paper in 
the world as the basis for resource-saving and sustainable construction in the 
category “Construction and Living”.   
 
The award-winning system is a role model for sustainable housing construction. 
 

opportunity 
green  
investment 
 

Preface 
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1 Executive summary 
 
The basis of this building material revolution, ECOCELL® BETONWABE® concrete 
honeycomb, is a construction material made of renewable raw materials such as 
wood and secondary fibres and a specially developed mineral coating. The manufac-
turing process takes place without traditional construction materials such as ce-
ment, gravel or sand and is CO2 neutral.  
 
The technology represents a completely new concept in housing construction.  It en-
ables the industrial prefabrication of large construction elements ready for instal-
lation, so that they can be assembled completely on-site using dry construction as if 
they were “Lego” bricks. The ECOCELL® rapid building system re-locates expensive 
building site work to the factory and thus generates significant time and cost savings.  
 
The modular system offers multifunctional possibilities of use and maximum flexi-
bility. Thanks to a standardized plug-in system, ECOCELL® room elements can always 
be adapted to changing living situations. Even after years dismantling and reconstruc-
tion are easy to do. The diversity of the fields of application can make a valuable 
contribution to mitigating housing shortages - in social housing as well as through a 
fast, cost-effective provision of emergency accommodation. Nonetheless, use as a 
commercial or hotel property is also considered. 
 
Whilst traditional construction materials release large quantities of CO2 during man-
ufacturing, ECOCELL® reverses the process. Through the use of renewable raw mate-
rials in all construction elements, large quantities of CO2 are stored up. This results in 
dramatic reduction of CO2 emissions into the atmosphere. ECOCELL® standard ele-
ments can furthermore be used repeatedly and utilised energetically even at the end 
of their product lifecycle. There is a significant easing of the burden on the environ-
ment. 
 
The product and process are protected by trademark.  
Patent protection has been registered in the most important countries and partially 
granted. The owner of all patent rights is ECOCELL Technology AG.  
 
Visionary, architect and entrepeneur Fredy Iseli is the inventor of the revolutionary 
technology. Over the years he has driven forward the development process for solid 
“paper houses” based on his own experience.  Today ECOCELL® building elements 
yield twice the resistance values required for use in construction.  The innovative 
modular building system is the first isolation with static function in the world. 
 
The trendsetting technology is marketed worldwide by the assignment of distribution 
and production licences. 

ECOCELL® 
Technology 
 

 
 
 
Fredy Iseli 
 
Founder and inventor 
ECOCELL Technology AG 
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ECOCELL® 
rapid  
building 
system 
 

2 Market potential 
 
Socio-economic development and migration problems are among the greatest cur-
rent challenges.  
 
Accommodation requirements have significantly increased 
 
Highly developed countries today face critical accommodation shortages in the same 
way as developing and emerging countries. Taking into additional consideration eco-
nomic and cultural differences, the demand for accommodation is enormous - quan-
titatively as well as qualitatively. Society demands sustainable, social, economic and 
ecological solutions. 
 
According to the Pestel Study, in Germany alone 4 million social accommodation 
units are lacking: 
 
 „.. The situation on the housing market has become significantly more acute espe-
cially in large cities, urban areas and university towns, where there is a massive short-
age of affordable rental accommodation. Currently more than 100,000 social accom-
modation units are lacking in the ten largest German cities. If rental accommodation 
construction is not doubled to at least 130,000 new flats per year, the rental accom-
modation gap will increase drastically. In five years 400,000 rental flats will then be 
lacking nation-wide. This means in short that by 2017 in total 825,000 rental flats 
must be newly built...” 
 
Quick and sustainable solution models are urgently required.  
 
The ECOCELL® rapid building system can assist in the correction of course so ur-
gently required in social and housing policy. It eliminates 70-90% of the traditional 
construction time and 30-50% of costs long-term. 
 
With an investment of EUR 15-20 million it is possible to manufacture building ele-
ments for up to 1000 accommodation units (75m2 per unit) or respectively up to 
75,000m2 of accommodation space in 250 days. This corresponds to 125 three-storey 
buildings. The modular building system construction of the rapid building system en-
ables the design of 12 single flats of 50m2 net accommodation space (2 ½-room flats) 
which can be utilised for social accommodation. This scenario only demonstrates 
marginal coverage of current accommodation requirements of under one percent 
with respect to the German market.  
 
This yields a projected capacity of ECOCELL® licensed production of over 100 years 
- without taking into consideration global markets.  
 
In Germany ECOCELL® licensed production can be established respectively in the ten 
largest metropolises and operated at full capacity. For logistical purposes the pro-
duction plants should cover a radius of less than 1000km. 
 
The world-wide market potential is many times higher.  
 
Concrete estimation lies beyond grasp. A request has been received for a production 
licence from South America to manage an emergency shortage of accommodation 
and infrastructure damage quickly and cost-effectively following a natural disaster. 

time 
saving 
70-90% 

 

cost 
saving 
30-50% 

 

CO2 neutral 

 

*Source: ISP Eduard Pestel Institut for Systems Research e.V. 
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2.1 Market potential - structural parameters  
 
Corrugated cardboard, the raw material of ECOCELL® Technology, is the number one 
packaging material around the globe. In Europe over 50 billion m2 is manufactured 
per year, world-wide over 225 billion m2. The transport of corrugated cardboard is 
due to its low weight (∅ 510 g/m2) neither ecologically nor economically practical.  
 
The world-wide availability of corrugated cardboard products enormously facili-
tates the construction of de-centralised production facilities. 
 
Existing machine parks of corrugated cardboard manufacturers can be utilised for 
ECOCELL® production without great expenditure at many locations. The corrugating 
rolls required for the manufacturing process belong to the standard repertoire of the 
corrugated cardboard industry. The development of ECOCELL® Technology has pro-
gressed so far that there is the prospect of manufacturing all of the honeycomb in-
line at the corrugated cardboard plant. The shortening of the manufacturing process 
results in a significant increase in efficiency and productivity and enables a major 
reduction in logistical expenditure. 
 
The good technical infrastructure of corrugated cardboard manufacturers world-
wide accelerates the construction of de-centralised production facilities. 
 
The ECOCELL® concept likewise takes into consideration the shortage of skilled work-
ers on the global labour market. Standardised plug and connector systems make as-
sembly of the ECOCELL® rapid building system easy, quick and secure.  
 
Highly-specialised manpower is not necessary.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

The general framework conditions in terms of availability and supply of raw mate-
rials, workers and technology for the business model in almost all markets world-
wide are very convenient.  
 

ECOCELL® 
rapid  
building 
system 
 

World-wide 
raw material, 
technology, 
worker 
availability 
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ECOCELL® 
rapid  
building 
system 
 

2.2 Market potential - multi-functional use  
 
The multi-functional buildings can be utilised for many different purposes:  
as refugee accommodation, as single flats for social housing, or for 
offices and hotels. 
 
 
 
 

 

Four rooms (as individual 
containers) with a floor space 
of 47m2 surround the stair-
case. 

Part of the corridor is as-
signed to the individual 
rooms. This increases the 
useable 
space of the four rooms to  
53m2.  

The four rooms can be di-
vided according to require-
ment and  
utilised in various ways. 

modular 
in  
construction 

flexible 
in 
use 

Office: 600m2 useable 
space 
Basic construction, usea-
ble as offices (205m2 per 
floor) or initial use as 
emergency accommoda-
tion for refugees (max.  
accommodation of 32 
persons per floor). 

Flat: 12 single flats 
the same building can fur-
thermore be utilised as 
single flats (2½-room flats 
each with 51m2 net living 
space) or social housing. 

Hotel: 24 double rooms 
Further extension ena-
bles use as a hotel (8 ho-
tel rooms per floor). For 
a three-storey building 
this is 24 rooms per 
house. 
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3 Production capacity 
 
An ECOCELL® production plant can manufacture the elements for a three-storey 
multi-functional building with a living/useable area of 600m2 every second working 
day. 125 buildings can thus be constructed in 250 working days. 

ECOCELL® 
licensed 
plant 

efficient in 
production 

 

The living space can be rented with a rate of return of 6% for the price of EUR 5 per 
m2/month - without land and development costs.  This corresponds to the price 
charged in social housing. 
 
Licence revenues of 2.25m per year/production facility can be achieved with a  
licence fee of 3% on sales revenue. 
 
ECOCELL® Technology can be further developed and advanced through these  
methods. 

Quantification/licensed plant 
    
multi-functional buildings/quantity 125 
living space/m2    75,000 
costs/m2/EUR    750  
production costs EUR million/year 56,250,000 
 
sale price incl. assembly/m2  1,000 
living space m2    75,000 
potential turnover EUR million/year 75,000,000 
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ECOCELL® 
building 
elements 

3.1 Production process 
 
The transfer of manual labour from the construction site to the factory significantly 
increases productivity on the construction site and produces time and cost ad-
vantages. 

1.0 Honeycomb 
production 

2.0 Honeycomb 
coating 

3.0 Element 
bonding 

4.0 Element 
customisa-
tion 

5.0  
Delivery 

Steps in innovation 
 
Recycled paper is exclusively used to 
manufacture ECOCELL® BETONWABE® 
concrete honeycomb. Sand, gravel or re-
inforcement steel are not used. 
 
Using three different patented pro-
cesses to manufacture the honeycomb 
from corrugated cardboard, its manu-
facture will be possible in future directly 
in-line at the corrugated cardboard 
plant.  
 
The newly developed and patented sys-
tem for even mineral coating makes the 
whole honeycomb structure highly du-
rable (240 tonnes/m2), water resistant 
and fire protected. It is the central com-
ponent of ECOCELL® Technology. 
 
The coated honeycomb core forms a 
sandwich construction through double-
sided panelling and is a highly stable, 
light construction composite material, 
enabling earthquake-proof building. 
 
ECOCELL® BETONWABE® concrete hon-
eycomb is the first insulation (compo-
site material) with static function in the 
world. 
 
The ECOCELL® standard elements can be 
produced regardless of the object and 
cost-effectively under strict quality 
control on the “conveyor belt”. 
 
The resulting large-scale building ele-
ments are equipped with tongue and 
groove and put together using dry con-
struction in wall, ceiling and roof ele-
ments, screwed together and always 
glued. The subsequent building assem-
bly is easy and can also be performed by 
non-professionals. 
 
 

 

 
 
 

Honeycomb production 

Honeycomb coating 

Element bonding 

Element bonding 

Element bonding 

Element bonding 

Element bonding 

Element customisation 

Element customisation 

Element customisation 

Element customisation 

Element customisation 

Delivery 

Delivery 
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ECOCELL® 
Technology 

4 SWOT analysis 

Strengths  
 
• marketability, tested technology 
• existing technical infra-  
   structure and labour processes 
• developed by practice 
• reduction in construction time  
   of 70-90% 
• cost savings of 30-50% 
• high quality series production  
   regardless of the object 
• Excellent construction features:  
   highly durable, heat-insulating,  
   water resistant, fire protected, 
   earthquake-proof, light (ECOCELL® 
   BETONWABE® concrete honey- 
   comb is 10 times lighter than  
   concrete, 3 times lighter than wood) 
• standardisation of the connector 
   system (multiple application) 
• very easy building assembly  
• systematic building without  
   limitations on architecture or    
   flexibility  
• extremely environmentally friendly  
 

Weaknesses  
 
• adequate financing 
• building an organization 
 
 

Threats  
 
• forthcoming competition  
   from imitation products 
• approval for ECOCELL® building  
   elements for Germany and the   
   European Union could take longer   
   than previously   
   expected 
 

Opportunities  
 
• automated manufacturing processes 
• unique coating system 
• initial insulation (composite mate 
   rial) with static function 
• building permission in Germany  
   and EU 
• multi-functional use 
• multiple application of   
   standard elements 
• ECOCELL® partition wall is a unique  
   fire protected wall (EI-60),  
   which can be dis-assembled and  
   newly built somewhere else 
• brand and patent protection  
• international attention  
   gained - Sieger Green Tec Award 
• concrete requests from southern 
   Germany and South America 
• positive CO2 balance  
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ECOCELL® 
climate 
protection 
effect 
 

5 Greenhouse gas reduction  
 
CO2 emissions make up the largest contribution proportionally to greenhouse gas 
emissions. The construction sector contributes greatly to this. Reinforced concrete 
surfaces and brick walls are the most prevalent materials for supporting structures in 
single-family homes in Switzerland.  Both construction materials together achieved a 
market share of almost 70%* in 2015, supporting wood structures made up the re-
maining 30%. The basic materials for bricks and reinforced concrete are of mineral 
origin and make no contribution to CO2 reduction in the atmosphere. The manufac-
turing of the finished product even in the optimal case is CO2 intensive with the con-
sequence of high greenhouse gas emissions.  
 
Building activity in a “brick-concrete” scenario produces a significant negative  
CO2 balance in any event. 
 
The use of wood as a construction material leads to carbon storage in the cycle of 
civilisation. Even taking into consideration the emissions caused by harvesting, 
transport and further processing of wood into ECOCELL® source materials, the stored 
quantity of carbon in ECOCELL® elements exceeds the CO2 emissions arising from its 
manufacture many times over.  
 
Construction activity in the “ECOCELL®” scenario leads under any circumstances to   
CO2 reduction and a significant positive CO2 balance. 
 

5.1 CO2 reduction by ECOCELL® licensed production 
 
A complete production location as ECOCELL® Technology, not the individual ECOCELL® 
element, is under consideration. The performance of a production plant per year 
amounts to 125 three-storey, multi-functional buildings each with 600m2 of useable 
space with 450m2 ECOCELL® wall elements and 1250m2 ECOCELL® ceiling elements 
respectively . 
 
 

avoidance 
reduction  
compensation 

ECOCELL® scenario 
 
ECOCELL® elements store more CO2 
than their manufacture causes, this 
corresponds to a 
 
reduction effect of 
 
6,000 t CO2 equivalents (CO2e)** 
 
in the cycle of civilisation. 
 

Base-line scenario 
 
The same quantity of buildings with 
brick walls and reinforced concrete ceil-
ings corresponds to the  
 
releasing of  
 
12,070 t CO2 equivalents (CO2e)** 
 
into the atmosphere. 

**measurement unit for standardisation of climate effect of greenhouse gases 

*Source: Building data bank BHF-AHB 

By extrapolation to ECOCELL® annual production, this yields a   
substitution effect of 18,512 t CO2e*. 
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5.1 CO2 reduction by ECOCELL® licensed production ECOCELL® 
climate 
protection 
effect 

This performance corresponds to the average, annual CO2 emissions of 10,000 
cars (1800kg CO2/year) or about 12,000 passenger flights from Zurich to Dakar and 
back (1,600 kg CO2 per passenger). 
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6 Product development ECOCELL® 
Technology 

Sale and purchase of  
production and sales licences 

ECOCELL Technology AG actively 
manages the sale and purchase of 
production and sales licences for: 

ECOCELL® BETONWABE®  
concrete honeycomb 
ECOCELL® partition wall system 
(fire protection wall EI-60) 
ECOCELL® rapid building system 

initial series manufacturing in 
Sigmaringen (Germany) 

In April 2016 a plant which manu-
factures paper honeycombs from 
delivered corrugated cardboard 
sheets was put into operation. 

Pilot manufacturing Sulgen/TG 
(Switzerland) 

In May 2015 a production plant will 
be built and tested in Sulgen (TG) for 
the manufacturing of the new build-
ing system. Untreated corrugated 
paperboard honeycomb is also min-
eral coated and processed into so-
called ECOCELL® BETONWABE® con-
crete honeycomb and then further 
into sandwich elements. The pro-
duction processes are tried and 
tested. 

Concentration of competence 

By combination of the Sigmaringen 
and Sulgen sites the concentrated 
competence will be bundled to-
gether in one location.  

Increase in the degree of 
automation  

Development of fully automated 
production plant for honeycomb 
manufacturing. 

Technological progress 

The highly specialised coating tech-
nology will be further developed.  

after 
capital 
increase 

before 
capital 
increase 
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6.1 Assembly of the first show homes within a few days 
 
In Kreuzlingen ECOCELL® is currently starting the large planned renovation of a port-
folio property whereby the ECOCELL® partition wall system (fire protection wall EI-
60) will be utilised. In St. Margrethen the first “ECO solar show homes” have been 
completed, sold and occupied - in Uttwil the first houses will be completed shortly. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ECOCELL® 
houses 
Switzer-
land 
 

Kreuzlingen 
(Thurgau) 
 
 

Uttwil 
(Thurgau) 
 

St.  
Margrethen 
(St. Gallen) 
 

“MIDORI” room-in-room concept 
 
Design-oriented single flats with high utility 
and minimal space requirement are built in 
empty commercial property in the form of 
living boxes. Utilisation of the ECOCELL® par-
tition wall system offers the required flexi-
bility. 
 
A flagship project of ECOCELL® which will pi-
oneer the utilisation of empty commercial 
properties. 

“ECO solar modular house”  
terraced houses  
 
A terraced housing estate with 12 units and 
autonomous electricity supply based on the 
ECOCELL® building system. Solar modules on 
the roof and facade as a rule produce more 
electricity than required.  
 
Vehicle-to-grid technology provides electric-
ity supply to the houses at times of solar en-
ergy shortage. An electro-vehicle, playing the 
role of “battery on wheels”, can not only re-
ceive electricity from the network by V2G 
connection but also likewise supply power 
back. 

“ECO solar modular house”  
single-family houses  
 
Four detached single-family houses were 
built in only three days using ECOCELL® 
building elements and equipped with the 
latest photovoltaic systems. Three of the 
four houses were sold within two weeks and 
are already occupied. 
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ECOCELL 
Technology 
AG 

VR 
Member 

VR 
Member 

7. Company

Fredy Iseli 

Visionary, architect, entrepeneur and inventor of the pioneering ECOCELL® Technol-
ogy. Over many years he has adhered to his vision of building solid “paper houses” 
and driven the development forward based on experience.  The successful architect 
and general contractor has among other things up until now created 250 objects 
and superstructures. 

Alfred Roth 

Internationally experienced manager with generalist qualities and an M.Sc. in Indus-
trial Engineering & Management. He occupies key positions at director level in tech-
nology companies. His areas of focus are sales, strategy, mergers & acquisitions and 
re-structuring. 

Stefan Müller-Furrer 

Entrepeneur, lawyer and notary. As managing director of his own solicitor’s practice 
Sartorial AG he advises leaders primarily in business law matters. As an experienced 
technical draughtsman/designer he feels especially at home in production industry. 

Annual statement on 31.12.2016 

none 

ECOCELL Technology AG owns 100% of ECOCELL Sigmaringen GmbH. 

ECOCELL Technology AG is majority-owned by Fredy and Claudette Iseli - von 
Ballmoos. 

ECOCELL Technology AG reserves all patent and trademark protection rights. 

With an investment in ECOCELL® Technology the investor is offered the opportunity 
to participate in the market launch and further development of an innovative mod-
ular building system which will revolutionise the construction sector not only in 
Switzerland but also internationally.  

ECOCELL® Technology could be hard-pressed by competing technologies. No com-
parable technologies are known to us at present, however. 

The approval of ECOCELL® building elements for Germany and the European Union 
could take longer than expected. 

All figures listed in this Investment Memorandum are based on the evaluation of fu-
ture business possibilities and are thus ultimately estimates and (conservative) pro-
jections. 

Structure 

Investments 

VR 
President 

Paid out 
Dividends 

Last year’s 
invoice 

Oppor- 
tunities 
and 
risks 
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7.1 strategic and operational steps 
 
• world-wide granting of licences for the ECOCELL® rapid building system in the  
   form of production and sales licences for various countries or regions 
 
• sales of machines and plants for ECOCELL® licensees 
 
• further development and systematisation of ECOCELL® Technology  
   and the ECOCELL® building system 
 
• building permission for Germany and the EU 
 
   Building permission for the ECOCELL® rapid building system for Germany and the  
   EU  is already in commission and must be handled as an absolute priority.  
 
   According to information from the engineering office concerned the approval is to  
   be expected at the end of 2017. 
 
• sale of at least three product licences within the next five years 
 
• increasing of production to maximum capacity. 
    
   For this purpose the production locations Sigmaringen and Sulgen should be  
   merged.  
 
    

 
 

ECOCELL 
Technology 
AG 
 
Mission 
 

Goals 
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8 Range of investments 

Investors are offered the option of investing in the current capital increase. 

ECOCELL Technology AG, Uttwil TG 

Share capital is  currently CHF 2,034,000 divided into 203,440 shares with a nominal 
value of CHF 10.00 (Date: 04/20/18). The governing board was in addition 
authorised at the general meeting on 28th June 2017 to increase the capital 
from CHF 2,000,000 to CHF 2,500,000 and thus create 50,000 new bearer shares 
with a nominal value of CHF 10.00 per share which can be issued to investors.  

The governing board has agreed: 46,560 bearer shares with a nominal value of CHF 
10.00 will be offered for subscription at the issue price of CHF 75.00 each. 

The capital for the subscribed shares can be paid immediately into the capital pay-
ment account of ECOCELL Technology AG. 

Share subscriptions are considered according to payments made. 

From the financial year/calendar year 2018 the new shares are on equal terms with 
the old shares in every respect. 

Financing of production and sales for ECOCELL® world-wide. 

Company 

Conditions 

Capital 
Payment 

Use 

Dividends 
Authorisation 

NOTE 
Each investor must decide according to their own     

risk analysis and financial situation whether they wish to make use of the  
existing range of investments or not. 
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Contact 
person 

Fredy Iseli  

ECOCELL Technology AG 
Doellistrasse 18
CH-8592 Uttwil TG 

Phone   +41 71 463 64 61  
Mobile  +41 79 920 25 44 
info@ecocell.ch 
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